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Winona CEO Steven L. Blue Receives Quilly® Award by the
National Academy of Best-Selling Authors®
The award commemorates Blue’s best-seller status for his latest book,
Mastering the Art of Success
WINONA, MN – Steven L. Blue, best-selling author, business transformation expert, and
CEO of Winona-based rail safety product manufacturer Miller Ingenuity, received a
Quilly® Award by the National Academy of Best-Selling Authors® to commemorate his
achievement of being named to a nationally recognized Best-Seller list.
The Quilly® Award was presented to Blue at the Academy's Annual Golden Gala™ in
Hollywood, CA to recognized the achievement of his latest book, Mastering the Art of
Success, reaching multiple Amazon best-seller lists.
Mastering the Art of Success, co-authored by legendary best-selling author of the
Chicken Soup for the Soul book series Jack Canfield, launched this July on Amazon and
features a select group of experts and professionals sharing their secrets and methods of
success.
“I am extremely honored to receive this reward,” said Blue, “And I would like to thank the
academy for recognizing the efforts and successes of the author community who reach
these important milestones.”
Blue, an internationally recognized business transformation expert, is known for his
enthralling keynote speeches, books, article contributions, and media appearances that
have shown many c-suite executives how achieve their company’s Innovational
Potential™ through the transformation of company culture. This theme was supported in
his chapter contribution to Mastering the Art of Success.
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The book was released under the CelebrityPress® LLC imprint, a leading business book
publisher that publishes books from Thoughtleaders® around the world.
###
ABOUT STEVE BLUE
With more than 40 years of management, executive, consulting and speaking experience
worldwide, Miller Ingenuity CEO Steve Blue (www.stevenlblue.com) is a leading midmarket CEO and a globally-regarded business growth authority who has transformed
companies into industry giants and enthralled audiences with his dynamic keynotes. He is
the author of four books, including his latest, Mastering the Art of Success and American
Manufacturing 2.0: What Went Wrong and How to Make It Right. Follow Steve on Twitter
@StevenLBlue.
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